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In part two of this epic series of brotherhood, secrets lived in the darkness have finally come to light,

and the bond between the Carson men is bursting at the seams with ruin. Ace's revelation has the

family reeling with shock, but Paris is on cloud nine as she finally has the man of her dreams with no

interruptionâ€”but will her bliss be short-lived as she and Ace struggle with choosing a hard right

over an easy wrong?A lucrative record deal promises to bring Majesty the fame and fortune

theyâ€™ve always dreamed of, but once the money is laid on the table, things take a treacherous

detour when Dangerâ€™s true motives come spilling forth with a shockwave of

revelation.Masonâ€™s life is in disorder both personally and professionally as he seems to making

all the wrong choices. With his heart set on a forbidden affection and the remaining members of

Majesty crying foul, heâ€™ll need all the prayer he can get to push him past the most trying

tribulation of his life.Jax comes face-to-face with a heart-wrenching blast from his past, but his

second shot at a love unfulfilled is only temporary as he quickly discovers that although past sins

are forgiven, they are surely not forgotten.Lance is willing to bet it all for a shot at the good life, but

will his next wager come due with a payment in the form of his life?The enemy is working overtime

to put the Carson brothers asunder, and they just might take a big loss before they see an honest

win. Dive right into this second installment to see how the brothers fare in the battle to find the

balance between God, family, and music.
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Great book! Part 2 picks up right where it left off and now the secrets are being revealed to give

great insight as to why these brothers are the way they are! I absolutely loved every page! I

laughed, screamed and talked to the characters out loud! A great read!

In part two of this epic series of brotherhood, secrets lived in the darkness have finally come to light,

and the bond between the Carson men is burying at the seams with ruin. Aceâ€™s revelation has

the family reeling with shock but Paris is on cloud nine as she finally has the man of her dreams with

no interruptionâ€”but will her bliss be short-lived as she and Ace struggle with choosing a hard right

over an easy wrong?A lucrative record deal promises to bring Majesty the fame and fortune they've

always dreamed of, but once the money is laid on the table, things take a treacherous detour when

Dangerâ€™s true motives come spilling forth with a shocking revelation.The second book of the His

Majesty series was definitely filled with drama. I mean, wow! Kudos to C. Harris and Tysha Jordan

for writing another well written story with well developed characters and a great plot! They truly

show how Aceâ€™s shocking revelation of being gay has not only affected his wife and kids but his

brothers and his parents. I could only imagine how Ace is feeling. We don't really see whole lot of

that here in this book but hopefully in the next one we will. I was really shocked about Mase and Gi

having a child together. Talk about a drop your mouth open moment! Sheesh. I'm really saddened

that the brothersâ€™ relationship with each other is even more strained over money and the secrets

being kept. I hope their relationship can be repaired. I'm also glad that authors included Jax and

Lanceâ€™s story as well as Lisa, Danger, and Karina. It's evident that everyone is going through

something but there is little praying happening. The only thing I didn't like is the ending to the story.

Very unexpected and abrupt but overall I loved it!*I received an Advanced Reader copy of this book

in exchange for an honest review*

All I can say is the tension was very high and so much began unfolding. I expected more from

Mason but as always you can't be too sure once feelings come into play. It was good seeing Ace

wasn't the only one suffering from the curveballs life threw his way. I really liked Jax because even



though his past wasn't the best he still picked up the pieces and got on the right track. Since Karina

came back around he's been showing just how much of a friend he truly is. Nelson was a sorry

excuse for a man and proved he only preyed on the ones that he felt were weak. I'm hoping Nelson

has disclosed enough information for Jax to help Karina with the one thing she wants the most.

Nelson's dad was just as nasty as him and truly needed to be put in his place. I felt bad for Karina

because the girl at the office was foul for what she did. Lance needs to get his priorities together

and stop doing some of the crazy things he was doing. I'm curious to know what's been bothering

Ivan because whatever it is may cause him to blow soon. Ace Sr. didn't play and I felt where he was

coming from after learning Mason's secret. Gianni should've known things wouldn't be all peachy

once everything was out in the open. As for Lisa, she was doing too much and the way she tried

handling things was wrong. She was so pressed vying for Mason's attention that she never thought

of what would happen if what she claimed wound up not being true. Danger is looking very shady

and I can't wait to find out what made him make the decision he made about Mason. What once

seemed to hold everyone together is slowly breaking them apart and they'll need a intervention

soon. I'm hoping part 3 isn't too far behind.

If His Majesty was filled with promises then book 2 is definitely coming out strong with broken

promises and outed secrets, well I guess that is an oxymoron because if it is outed it is not a secret

anymore. So much is jammed packed in this release sometimes I wanted the ride to stop just so I

could catch up and remember what was going on with which Carson Brother. Which might not be a

bad thing for some but the many issues each brother had was a departure from His Majesty 1,

which really focused on Ace (the oldest).The brilliance of these two authors was giving each brother

a voice to tell their own story and allowing the end of the chapters to connect with the next thought

making the story flow like the Nile river. While this book is every bit about family, love and faith we

cannot have one extreme without the other; right. So trust and believe weaved into these pages; the

reader comes across enemies, wicked anger and bitterness toward God. Youâ€™ll find yourself

holding your breath or on the edge of your sit looking to come full circle with what just

happened.Outstanding job but I need closure so I patiently await book 3 of this 5 part series.

Readerâ€™s Paradise received a complimentary copy of this book in exchange for our honest and

thoughtful review.

Once again this dynamic duo has left me absolutely SPEECHLESS. I knew after reading part 1 and

not really getting any backstory for Jax that these two would ramp-up the drama-filled tale with even



more with the newest revelations surrounding the seemingly quietest member of the pack. The book

basically jump starts where part 1 leaves off. Upon re-entering the world of His Majesty, The Carson

brother's saga, we find the guys deliberating together about the impending decision with Danger

and the group. All I will say is that it looks really bad for Mason and the trust that he has with his

brothers. From the situation that he has with Gianni and Ace now to this contract nonsense it would

appear that he wasn't on the up and up with them from the beginning. But hopefully in part 3 the

brothers will remember the old adage of everything isn't what it seems and making assumptions

only make an a** out of you. But I digress LOL. The overall book was 100% on point and I am

anxiously awaiting part 3 to see just how in the world the Carson brother's saga is going to

ultimately unfold. GREAT JOB once again. I couldn't put it down and I assure you that I will be

hunting with a flashlight in the daytime for the next release!!!!
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